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Abstract 
While Lie group algorithm is an advance method in numeric solution of  differential, .there is a bottleneck this kind 
of method. The in Lie group method is how to compute the product  between two matrices or a matrix times with a 
vector. To use implicit Newton iteration on Lie algebra. 
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1. Introduction 
Lie group algorithm is a new concept in numeric solution of differential equation, since the idea 
manifold is used in this kind of method. This is the reason that why want to use  Lie group method to 
solve differential equation numerically. Differential equation of modem mathematics is one of the main 
research field. Mathematics is the study  about the relationship between the things  in  the universe,  is the 
knowledge  about numbers and forms of things we studied. The  thing more often people take cared is the 
numeric solution of differential equation  in  real  application.   People care more about is the 
compatibility of the numerical method, convergence and stability, truncation errors, etc. 
Kang Feng pointed out that : the basic rule in contemporary calculation method is that  the basic 
characteristics of problem in discrete prototype should be maintained as much  as  possible, and in order 
to achieve this effect the  discret should  keep on the question of the same framework in prototype form. 
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Differential equation is a kind  of continuous  dynamic system, the  numerical method to approximate the 
system can be seen as a step length with fixed time  of  the discrete dynamic system.  Therefore, when we 
use numerical method for solving the system, we are using discrete dynamic system to simulate the 
continuous systems in fact , in this sense, we are naturally ask numerical simulation in the same 
geometrical  framework  should  be, original nature of continuous systems should be kept  as more as 
possible, especially for long-term tracking simulation.  Long-term simulation computation for any 
numerical solutions are probably fell out the exact solution, is not a good description real physical process 
, except   the nature reserve system. Mr. Feng Kang and his research team   conducted  systematic  
research of non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems  and  create geometry algorithm. From then on , the 
structure persevering algorithm  has been gradually formed  which is   advanced numerical method for 
differential equation. The basic idea of  structure persevering algorithm is to keep as much as possible 
geometry and physical properties  of  the  original continuous system as to get better numeric solution. 
2   Lie group algorithm
One of  the algorithm which can preserve some structure of a differential system is  Lie group method.  
Lie-group method is a promising numerical method developed recently[1-6],.  This method is used to 
construct the numerical solution of differential equation evolving on the same manifold as the analytical 
solution.     Many kinds of  Lie group method  has been appear these  years. Lie group  theory for 
continuous  system is about one hundred  years or  so.  The  concepts  of   Lie group  is  put forward by 
Sophus  Lie to  solove  differential equation analytic through integral  by  symmetry  properties.  Cantan 
classified Lie group later,  from then on,  The Lie group theory become  more and more abstruse.   
Traditional theory of lie groups is used to reveal the structure of differential equation, while the concrete 
application of  Lie groups  theory is  neglected in  concrete differential equation. This situation did not 
changed until  Hans Munthe-Kaas,  A. Iserles and their research team put forward  the  Lie group 
algorithm after they studied  the theory of Lie group. 
The  appear of  Lie group algorithm lead out the result that  the theory of lie groups algebras truly 
applied to numerical calculation domain and  solved many differential equation  effectively while they 
cannot be solved  by  traditional  numeric method.  The  contribution at the early days  mainly  belongs to 
Peter Crouch and his colleagues,  they put forward  the  idea to solve  differential equation in manifold.  
The Lie group algorithm  in early days is  rigid method present by  Crouch-Grossman,  the Lie group 
method  has changed  from Crouch-Grossman method to RKMK method, and  the theory of  Lie group 
algorithm  developed  rapidly  today, many kind of method has been appeared, for instance, RKMK 
method, Magnus series method, Fer series method and the second  canonic coordinates   method,  and so 
on.   These method has been used in some area successfully.  Though Hans Munthe-Kaas  A. Iserles and 
their research team   have contributed  a lot  to Lie group algorithm,  the study about  Lie group algorithm 
is just  at the beginning,  the  theory of   Lie group algorithm  still need  to be improvement  
 One most  important  reason  to work  in manifold rather   Euclid space is that  exact Configuration 
space can often  describe the geometry property  implied in differential system,  for example, 
conservation laws and the symmetry structure.  We can  get  some benefit from them in numeric solution, 
especially in the  problem of  to reduce error accumulation.  Lie group is the transformation group  of  
differential equation in manifold.  Lie group is not linear space, this  property lead the effect that the 
result of  the operation in net closed, namely, the  result of  the operation is not in it,  while the Lie 
algebra corresponding  to the Lie group is a  linear algebra, it is closed about the linear operation.  The 
local structure of  the neighborhood of any point  of differential’s Lie group can be represented in Lie 
algebra g.
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3   Lie algebra and Iteration method  
A Lie algebra is a vector space g equipped with a bilinear skew-symmetric bracket [ ],⋅ ⋅ :
g g g× → satisfying the Jacobi identity: 
[ ,[ , ]] [ ,[ , ]] [ ,[ , ]] 0.a b c b c a c a b+ + =                                                               (3.1) 
[ ],⋅ ⋅ is called Lie bracket on g. 
   We define ad(u): g g→   as the linear map , and  as the n-times iterated map. ad(u))v)=[u,v] ( )nad u
   For equation  
                 ' ( ),y g y=
we consider implicit Euler method: 
                                                                                                               (3.2) 1 (k k ky y hg y+ = + 1).+
1+
If we consider the differential equation of  Lie algebra corresponding to Lie group G 
' ( ), ( , ), : ( , ),y y g y y G GL n R g G g gl n R= ⋅ ∈ ⊂ → ⊂
then Euler method in the form of Crouch-Grossman and Munthe-Kaas is 
1 exp( ( )).k k ky y hg y+ = ⋅                                                                                      (3.3) 
We can not solve it explicit normally, so we turn to compute the series , it converges to the 
solution of the equation (3.3). It is obviously that the fixed point iteration is a series like  
( 1)
0( )
k
n ny
+
≥
1
1 exp( ( )), 0,1,
k k k
n ny y hg y n
+
+ = ⋅ = L .                                                                                     (3.4)  
It is necessary to use other iteration method, since the fixed point iteration written above  is not 
feasible in classical implicit Euler method. In the equation  (3.4),  y is near  so we can get  ( ) ,ky
( ) exp( ( )), ( ) .ky y v y v y g= ⋅ ∈                                                                                           (3.5) 
 Thus  we need to solve equation 
                                                                                                                                 (3.6) ( ) 0,f y =
in which  
             : , ( ) ( ).f G g y v y hg y→ −a
Therefore we to study the feasible algorithm for solving equation (3.6), f is the map from Lie group G to 
its Lie algebra g here.  
'
yf  of  map f  at point y G∈  : yTG ga  is defined as  arbitrary tangent vector y yTGΔ ∈ at y G∈ ,
     ' 1
0
( ( )) ( exp( )).y
t
df y f y tL
dt −
=
Δ = ⋅ 'y                                                                                      (3.7)  
Iteration in Lie group G according  to  (3.7) can be designed as follows: for arbitrary   first, 
we determine the differential 
0 ,y G∈
0
'
yf according  (3.7), then look for 0 0 ,y yTGΔ ∈  let it satisfy
0
'
0( ) ( ) 0,yf y f y+ =                                                                                                               (3.8) 
replace  by  at the end.. 0y 0
  New iteration can be designed as follows. 
'
1 0 0exp( ) ( ) 0yy y L f y= ⋅ + =
First, to determine  by  (3.7) for the given ( )
ny n
df u ,ny G∈
second, look  that satify nu g∈
                 ( ) ( ) 0,
ny n n
df u f y+ =
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third, compute 
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